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Abstract. The e\•olution of a polyimidc surface treated in a corona discharge for 0.3 s have been invest igatC'd . The relaxation was followed from
the 121.h 111i11ute np until 500 hours aft.er discont.inuat.ion of the plasma
treatment.. The acquired adhesivit.y of t.he treated surface gradually decreases d11ri11g agei11g, a11d this is expressed by decrease of the cosine of
the wet.ting angle. The <lecrease with time of the adhesivity acquired from
the t.reatme11t. follows a law expressed as the sum of two exponents. This
is explained i11 terms of deactivation of t.wo types of adhesive st.ates generated from t.l1e act.io11 of the coroua discharge. The first adhesive state
has a lifetime of 17 hours and relative conte11t. 0.16. The second adhesive
st.ate lasts loni:;er - it. has <t lifetime of 3j40 hours and relat.ive content
0.81.
Mccne;10na11a -auo;1J01U1fl uonHHMH,11110~ nonepx11ocTH, KOTOpan 6L111a 06p<iu0Ta11a n Kopo11110M pa3pn,11e n 11po,11onlKemrn 0,3 s. PenaKcauHn npocne;imnaeTcn c 12 MHll)'TLI ,110 500 <1acoe nocne o6pa6oTKH. JJ npouecce p•eJiaKCaUHH )lOllOJlllHTeJ1bllaJI a,11xe31tDllOCTL 06pa6o'fal1HOH nonep!CllOCTH llOCTene11110 y111c111>waeTCH, 'ITO DLlpa;+;aeTCJI
y111e111>mc111teM l\Oc1t11yca KOHTaKT11oro yrJ1a cJ11a'IHna11Hn . YllleHLUJe11He
no npelllCllH )lOllOJlllHTeJILllOH a11xe3HDllOCTH cne,11yeT 3al\011y, l\OTOpoit
nLlpa;i.;aeTcn KaK cyJ11111a ,1111yx 3Kcno11c11T. TaKOH pe3)'JILTaT o6oncnneTcn )le3aKTHllaUHCH ,11nyx llH)lOll a,11xe3HOlllll>IX COCTOHllHH , re11ep1tpona1111L1x Jldic'fUHCM l\Oj)OllllOro pa3pll)la. Ilepnoe a,11xe3HOllHOe COCTOllllHe Hl\ICCT upell!H )t;JUlllt 17 'lacoe H OTllOCTeJibHOe )''laCTHe 0,16 , a
DTOpoe COOTDCCTllCllllO 31 -10 'laCOIJ H 0 ,8 1.
Pc3IOMC.
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1. Inh·oduction

According to Liston and Rose (1), the polyimide Kapton type H possesses initial
surface free energy of 40 mJ .m- 2 • This value characterizes the polyimide as a
polymer of insufficient polarity, from the point of view of adhesion technology,
and that is why it must be subjected to surface modification. In this case the
term "surface modification" must be defined as in one of the particular meanings,
namely, increase of the surface tension or improvement of the adhesivity of the
polymer. The modification resulting in adhesion activatio.n of the polymer surfaces
is achieved relatively easily by using nonisot.hermal plasmas generated from partial
[2), corona [3], radiofrequency [4,5), or microwave discharges [5). On the whole, the
interaction of the various forms of gas discharge on the polymers are analogous.
More essential is the influence of the type of working gas and the exposure dose.
This article describes and discusses the results from an experimental study of the
changes in the surfac~ tension of a polyimide smface treated in a corona discharge.
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The object of the investigat.ion was Kapton type II foil. 75 µm thick. Kapton H is
a registered trade mark of Du Pont. Trl.'atment. in a corona discharge was carried
out in air in a discharge gap formed between a blade electrode and a grounded
rotary metal, which were 0.5 mm apart. The polymer sample was fixed on the
cylinder together wit.l1 the dielectric barrier. The corona discharge was excited by
an alternating volatge with average pulse amplitude 3.5 kV and frequency 7 kllz.
Under these conditions the corona discharge burned in diffusion mode without any
visible signs of discrete structure, and t.he ionized gas may be considered to be
in a plasma st.ate. Treatment. duration was determined by t.he peripheral velocity
of the grounded cylinder, by the number of passages of the sample through the
discharge and by the visible width of the discharge zone. The energy state of the
relaxing polymer surface was characterized by the w~tting angle from using drops
of deionized wat.er. However, the wet.ting angle has the quality of only an initial
experimental quantity which is useful in comparing and controlling the physical
state of the treated surfaces. A more suit.able measure - one of physical nature for the adhesivity of a polymer surface is the cosine of the wetting angle, for which
we assume that it is in a linear relation with the surface tension.

3. Results and Discussion
The behaviour of the plasma activated polyimide surface with time is of interest
both to clarify the nature of the relaxation process and from the point. of view of
adhesion technology. The relaxation procl.'ss was examined with time by t.he change
in t.he wetting angle aft.er the discontinuation of the corona action. This change
could provide information about. the types of the plasma-induced adhesion states,
as well as about their lifetime and relative quantities.
The results are shown in Fig. 1, in terms of time dependence of the wetting
angle and its cosine on time. \Ve divided this dependence into several regions,
depending on the step of the experiment and on the energy state oft.he polyimide
surface. Region I corresponds to the initial adhesivity of the polyimide surface
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Fig. 1. The time dependence of the wet.t.ing a11gle at different st.ages of the experiment
in the modification of polyimide in corona discharge. Exposure time 300 ms

before carrying out. the corona activation. In our case, the st.ate of the surface was
characterized by a wet.ting angle of 68°. It. must. be pointed out that for the same
quantity and for the same product Kogoma and Turban [4] found a value of 62°,
while List.on and Rose [l) observed a value of 79°. The difference in the initial
values of the wetting angle as found by different authors may be explained by the
inevitable industrial tolerance of the polyimide type JI, which is a conventional
product, by the differences in the qualities of the test fluid used, and perhaps by
the influence of some meteorological fact.ors.
The second region of I.he 0( t) dependence corresponds to the plasma treatment
step and adhesion act.ivation. This part is represented by a dashed curve and
indicates that t.he course oft he curve is conditional. The real type oft.he activation
part has been investigated experimentally and is linked to the respective physical
model. For each set. of specific physical condit.ions the wetting angle reaches a
definite minimum value 0111 ; 11 • However, I.his minimum value cannot be measured
experiment.ally.
Region III oft.he dependence expresses I.he rdaxat ion of the plasma-act.ivated
surface immediately after t.he discontinuation of I.he treatment. The beginning of
the relaxation dependenc-e, just. as the minimum wet.ting angle, cannot be obtained
experiment:i.lly, because of the sluggishness of the method of measuring the wetting
angle. Hence the relaxation course is unknown in the millisecond and second region.
However, the experiment reveals a trend towards an increase in the wet.ting angle,
or a decrease in the acquired surface adhesivity. This loss of adhesivity is due to the
deactivation oft.hose plasma-induced adhesion centers with lifetimes of milliseconds.
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Region IV of the 0( I) dependence represents t lie relaxation of the plasmaactivated polyimide surface a certain timt> after the disrnnt.inuation of the gas
discharge. A similar relaxation behaviour of the polyimide treated in oxygen
radio-frequency discharge m~der different experimental conditions has been recently
shown by Kat.nani et al. [6]. It can be seen that the relaxation part of the curve
(region IV), represented on a semilog scale in Fig. 1, is composed of two characteristic sections. This fact warrants t.he assumption that relaxation is conditioned by
two exponentially attenuating processes . These two processes are not genetically
connected. The model may be presented mat.hemat.ically in the following manner.
Acquired adhesive centers (polar groups. electric charges, reorientations, desorbed sites, etc.) are creal eel as a result. of the action of the discharge on the
polymer surface. Their total initial surface concentration is N 0 . The two sections
of the relaxation cmve correspond to t.\\"O types of plasma-induced adhesion cent.ers. They are characterized by init.ial concent.rat.ions N 1 and N2, relat.ive contents
o 1 = Ni/ No , a2 = N2/ No and relaxation times T1 aud r:i. The following normalizing conditions are ob\'ious:
and

O'J +CY:?

(1)

There are grounds to assunw t lw <'xist.ence of proportionality hPtwePn t.]w overall
concentration oft.he adlwsive cent.NS, the corresponding surface t.ensions, and t.he
cosines oft.he wet.t.ing angles. In such case, Eq. ( 1) n1ay be presented as follows :

+ o~ exp(-t/r:d].

cosO(t)
t
O(O) =11111~-- ·

(3)

T2

COS

Let us compare t.he modC'I offered abo\"e with t.he data from Fig. 1. To that
end we compute t.he rela.t.ivt> changes oft.he cosines of the wetting angles measured.
A rect.ilinear dependence on time is obi ained, a.s presented in Fig. 2. Through
computation from t.hat. graph WP find the following rnlues for the relaxation time
and fort.he relative content of the adhesive centers of the second type:
r2

= 3140 hours
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In this equation cos 0( 0) and cos 0( t) are the va Iues of t.he cosines of the initial
and running wet.ting angles from t.he relax al ion st.age after discont.inuat ion of the
discharge.
The component wit.h index l may be neglected upon surveying the process of
deactivation for high values of times t ~ r 1 • when the first t.ype of adhesi\'e centers
is already deactivated. Then the following li1war dt'pC'ndence is obtained for the
relat.ive changes in t.he cosine of the wetl i11g angle:
In

-0.2

= l.

After the discont.inuat.ion of I.he discharge, the acquired adhesive centers undergo
spontaneous decay. The overall concentration N (I) oft he acquired adhesive centers
decreases with t.ime according to the following law:

cos O(t) = cos 0(0) [ o 1 exp(-/ /ri)

-0.3~
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For the changes int.he region of small times the Eq. (2) has the following form:

=l.
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-n2exp(l/r2) .
cos 0)

Eq. (4) exprPsses a linear d<'pendene«' with t.iuw . Jf we perform t.he respective
computation on the ba:,i:; of Eq . ('1) on the <'XperinH'ntal data from Fig. l, we
should obt.ain t.he deprnd«'!H'P of the relati\'e changes in the cosine oft.he wetting
angle for the small t.inws of t.he deactivation stage. This dependence is shown in
Fig. 3, from which the follo\\'ing values are calcu lated for the relaxation time and
fort he relative cont.en!. oft.he discharge-generated adhesive centers of the first type:

(2)
oft.he cosines of the initial
ft er discont.innat ion of the

=lun

T1

= 17 hours

and

OJ=

0. 16.

4. Conclusion
Two types of adhesive cPnters are found to be created by the gas discharge treatment. Alt.hough the ir lifet.i11ws and relat.iw cont.ents have been det.ermined, the
absence of the requisite s1wct.roscopic invest.igat.ions does not. entitle us t.o draw
conclusions upon t.heir nat.ure. There are argunwnt.s in favour oft.he assumption
that. the plasma generates also ot.her adhesive states characterized by shorter or
longer lifctiml's. One indirntion of the existence of arquin'd adhesive st.ates with
lifet.imes shorter t.han those indicat.ed in the lH'<'sent art.icle is the trend toward
change oft.he relaxation rnrve in its initial section. \\'c assume that the role of
plasma-induced adh esive st.at es , with lifetinws of millisecond and second regions,
Hi performed by the sit.C'S on th polyimide surface from \\'hich absorbed species
and ront.aminat ions havl' hel' ll r«' moved und C'r fhe action oft.he gas discharge . The
same is also true oft.he relaxation of the trC'at ed polymer in the region of the time
of over 1000 hours aft<'r disrnntinuat.ion of the discharge . The rising course of the
relaxatio11 curve in this region suggests u11equi\'Ocally the induct.ion of states with
lifetime longer than t.he tirne limit apprnpriatc for such an experiment.
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It is logical to ask the question whet.her acquired stable adhesive states are
created with infinite lifetime. This would signify in practice that if such stable
states did exist. the relaxation would not end wit.h full restoration of the original
adhesive states of the surface. In such a case the relaxation would lead to state of
some lastingly elevat.ed adhesiveness, t.han that. oft.he unactivated surface. It. is not
possible to answer this question as regards t.he polyimide, since the relaxation has
not been followed over a suHiciently long period of time. As a matter of principle,
however, the answer for the polymers in general is in the affirmative, because there is
sufficient evidence that plasma treat.men!. in a reactive gas leads to lasting chemical
changes of the polymer surface. rt. is precisely the chemical changes of the surface
that could account for a continual rise in the surface tension and in the adhesivity of
the treated polymer surface. For instance, our earlier studies indicated that plasma.treated polyethyleneterepht.Jialat.e relaxes from a minimal wet.ting angle of 22° to
a value of 37° which undergoes no further cl1ange after 500 hours. The difference
bet.ween t.hat. value and the value oft.he natural m•tting angle 68° conesponds to the
lasting component. of the. additional adhesivity acquired from the plasma activatioil.
A permanent component of the acquired adhesivity upon plasma treatment has
been established upon polyethylene activation as well [7].
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